Israel Ring Tourney - Helpmates 2007
Part 2: Helpmates in more than 2 moves
Judge: Ricardo Vieira (Brazil)
First of all, I would like to thank Uri Avner and Yoel Aloni for the invitation to judge this
informal tourney. Sixty one helpmates took part in the IRT 2007. I found a very variable
standard but the majority presented some enjoyable elements and effects. Chess problems
need not be perfect to deserve attention and to be appreciated by chess problem lovers. I
decided to divide the award into two groups: helpmates in two moves and helpmates in more
than two moves. The second group could also have been split but there were only eight
originals in four or more moves.
Thirty-two helpmates in more than two moves took part in the IRT 2007. Concerning the
entries in four moves or more, only one presented two solutions and unfortunately they were
not harmonious. Some comments about problems which are not included in the award:
Vm 1607 (Emanuel Navon): In (b) the pin of the bQ is essential for the determination of the
black move order. In (a) the (un)pin is unnecessary and therefore just accidental. If the wB is
moved to h1, the bQ can be replaced by a bB and then the (un)pin will be essential in both
solutions of this beautiful miniature.
Vm 1610 (Anatoly Styopochkin): Anticipated by Harry Fougiaxis, 15th Place WCCT4 198992 H#3 – 2 sol – W: Kh3 Rf5 Bf3 Pa3b6g2; B: Kc5 Qf4 Rc3 Bc8 Sd5 Pb7d4e7. 1.Kd6 g3
2.Sc7 Bxb7 3.Se6 Rd5#; 1.Kc4 g4 2.Sb4 Ra5 3.Sd3 Bd5#
Vm 1612 (Christopher Jones): The sacrifice on a4 has two motivations: to open the wR’s line
and to allow the wP to guard b5. The sacrifice on f4 is motivated only by the line opening
because d4 and e5 are already guarded by White in the diagram position (if the wR is moved
to e8, one solution remains the same and the other mate is achieved in two moves).
Unbalanced white play.
Vm 1615 (Gennadi Zgerski): A better setting may be obtained by eliminating 3 pawns (bPc6,
bPd5, bPf6) and the bRh6, and moving the bBh5 to f6, the bPb3 to h5, the bPe4 to h6 and
the bSa1 to c3. In this case the promoted bQ will have two ways (c1-f4-f5 and c1-b1/c2-f5)
to reach the final blocking square.
Vm 1696 (Gennady Chumakov): A cycle of white moves with the interesting feature that
White must be careful where to play first, otherwise the bK may lose his tempo move (!);
however this occurs in (a) and (b) but unfortunately not in (c).
Vm 1698 (Vladislav Nefyodov): The black sacrifices on a8 and c7 are necessary but the
captures of the white pieces on those squares are accidental. Were the bQ on b7, the captures
would also be essential and the motivations underlying those captures would be the avoidance
of the unsuccessful possibilities: 1.Qa7? b:a7 2.Kd4 a8=Q? and 1.Qc8? b7 2.Kd3 b:c8=Q
3.Re2 Qc3? – and that might have made the difference!
Vm 1701 (Abdelaziz Onkoud): A Meredith presentation not included in the award because of
the lack of black reciprocal play and of the double motivation for 3.d6.
Vm 1702 (Alexandr Pankratiev): The bRd5 and bPb3 can be replaced by a wPc4.
Vm 1706 (the late Martin Moskowitz): A much more economical rendering may be achieved
by eliminating 5 pawns (wPc3, wPd4, wPg2, bPc4, bPg3) and moving the wK to b1, with the
same solution. In this position, two bPs are able to sacrifice to allow the wP to move, but the
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pawn which is two steps away is the one which will move. However even with these
modifications, we still have mate by a promotion to wQ.
I have chosen to honour 10 problems, unfortunately only one at prize level.
Prize: Vm 1613, Ioannis Kalkavouras & Toma Garai
Very long white critical moves followed by black interference and capturing mating moves
combined with very nice anticipatory black sacrifices and reciprocal play, presented in a form
with diagonal/orthogonal correspondence. Six captures of black pieces might be expected to
be detrimental to the strategy but in this case they are essential and completely integrated into
the idea of the problem.
1.Sd2! Bxa8 2.Rd5 Rxd2+ 3.Kf3 Bxd5#; 1.Sf3! Rxd8 2.Bd5 Bxf3 3.Kd3 Rxd5#
1ST Honorable Mention: Vm 1697, Paz Einat (Ded. to Jean Haymann on his 75th birthday)
Another example of diagonal/orthogonal correspondence, including the use of the wK. The
indirect & direct unpins are followed by critical square-crossings (anticipatory hideaways)
and blocks (with subsequent Grimshaw) by the black thematic pieces, and capturing mating
moves. This problem made a very strong impression, but the twinning is a terrible flaw, since
one of the pawns is useless in (a); I did not succeed in avoiding this. As a matter of fact, this
is a disguised zeroposition: (diagram position) wPd6, vacant c5; (a) wPd6 = bP; (b)+bPc5.
a) 1.Sf7 Rc1 2.Re3 Rxc4 3.Be5 Bxf7#; b) 1.Sd2 Bh7 2.Bg7 Bxf5 3.Re5 Rxd2
2nd Honorable Mention: Vm 1704, Christopher Jones
The two W1 departure effects (direct unpin and line opening) are the key for the black
strategies to take place in the right order: block, critical moves and interference. I was really
disappointed when I realised that no equivalent of the illusory unpin in (a) [1.Lc3] occurs in
(b). In my opinion, the twinning (from a black-squared to a white-squared L – a double
change?) and the fact that the bTh2 can be replaced by a wP are important drawbacks.
a) 1.Bc3 Ra6 2.Qa8 Ra1 3.Sb7 Bxe4#; b) 1.Bb1 Rg4 2.Qh5 Be2 3.Sg5 Rxc5#
3rd Honorable Mention: Vm 1614 Venelin Alaikov.
The white play is harmonious but the black play is not. In my opinion, the bK should be
mated on d5 (the intersection of the white lines) in both solutions or once on e5 and once on
e4 (even more interesting, since the bK would then be mated on the initial squares of the
mating pieces). I failed to obtain such a position. Nevertheless, it is a very interesting
helpmate, because of the white sacrifices combined with critical white moves, subsequent
black interferences and further capturing mating moves (similar to the 1st Prize). Unified
black play might have warranted a prize.
a) 1...Bh1 2.Rg2 Rxd5+ 3.Kxd5 f4 4.c5 Bxg2#; b) 1...Rh5 2.Rg5 Bxd5 3.Kxd5 f3 4.Ke5 Rxg5#
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1 Recommendation: Vm 1658 Steven Dowd & Mirko Degenkolbe.
Nine oscillating wB moves notwithstanding, the inclusion of this extra-long helpmate in the
award is a result of the two active black pieces (K/B), the black options after the sixth move
(when will the bK move to d4?) and the move 12.b3.
1.Kb8 Ba2 2.Kc8 Bb1 3.Kd7 Ba2 4.Kc6 Bb1 5.Kxb6 Ba2 6.Kc5 Bb1 7.b6 Ba2 8.Bb7 Bb1
9.Bd5 Ba2 10.Bxb3 Bxb3 11.Kd4 Bd5 12.b3 Sxb3#
2nd Recommendation: Vm 1611 Abdelaziz Onkoud
The sacrifices in B1 are interesting because they check, and because they determine the
mating wS. For B2 and B3 I expected something more interesting than an inversion of the
move order.
1.Qc8+ Sxc8 2.Rf6 Sf5 3.Bg5 Sce7#; 1.Qd5+ Sxd5 2.Bg5 Sf5 3.Rf6 Sde7#
3rd Recommendation: Vm 1650 Christopher Jones
Interesting and harmonious white play (annihilation of a bP to open a
black line for blocking), but in each solution Black has a pair of idle
thematic pieces and there are different reasons (check avoidance and
square vacation) for the order of B1 and B2.
1.Ke3 Rxg5 2.Rxe2 Rd5 3.Bf4 Rd3#; 1.Kc4 Bxc2 2.Sd4 Be4 3.Rc3 Bd5#

4th Recommendation: Vm 1617 Steven Dowd & Mirko Degenkolbe
An obvious double excelsior, but this problem must not be overlooked,
because of the minor promotion and the non-mating promoted wQ.
1.c5 b4 2.c4 b5 3.c3 b6 4.c2 b7 5.c1=B b8=Q 6.Bf4 Qd6 7.Bxg3 Sxg3#

5th Recommendation: Vm 1652 Anatoly Styopochkin
A bicoloured Bristol followed by necessary interferences and blocks,
with reciprocal play between the two bBs. A wP which moves in one
solution but is an idle piece in the other prevents a higher placing.
1.Kf5 Rg4 2.Rf4 h4 3.Be4 Rg5#; 1.Ra4 Rb4 2.Bf4 Rb5 3.Re4 Rxc5#
th

6 Recommendation: Vm 1657 Alexandr Pankratiev & Anatoly
Kirichenko
A white manoeuvre beginning with a corner-to-corner wB move,
followed by step-by-step moves by the wK and a mating move by the
wB in the reverse direction, justify a place in the award. The trap for
the bK is unpleasant. 1...Ba8 2.Kg4 Kb7 3.Kf3 Kc7 4.Ke2 Kd5 5.Kd1
Ke4 6.Kxc2 Kf3 7.Kd3 Be4#
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